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ABSTRACT

In a previous paper we analyzed the polarization profile of the Ca ii K line near the limb at µ = 0.1. We now extend this work to model
the center-to-limb variation of the linear polarization of the Ca ii K line and compare it with calculated spectra based on standard
1D model atmospheres. Our previous two-component approach with a hot and a cool atmospheric component is re-examined. We
confirm our previous result that no single model is able to explain the observations. While self-consistent single atmosphere solutions
may fit the polarization spectra, they fail to simultaneously fit the corresponding intensity spectra or the polarization spectra at other
heliocentric angles. The mixing of a cool and a hot component is however a good approach for all disk positions, although the
optimum mixing ratio varies strongly with heliocentric angle. As we approach the limb the hot component gains in importance, which
is consistent with the scenario of diverging magnetic canopies overlying a cool atmosphere.
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1. Introduction

In our previous work (Holzreuter et al. 2005, 2006, henceforth
Papers Ia and Ib), we demonstrated the strong dependence of the
polarization of chromospheric lines on the temperature profile
of the atmosphere. In particular, the very strong Ca ii K line is a
good tool to diagnose the temperature around the classical tem-
perature minimum. The enhancement of the polarization at K1
and the weakness of the polarization dip at K2 in comparison
with theory (Stenflo 1980) and calculations (Auer et al. 1980;
Saliba 1985, and Paper Ib) led us to the conclusion that no es-
tablished atmospheric model with the classical temperature rise
(Fontenla et al. 1993) could explain the observations. Only when
we use a two-component model by adding a substantial part of
a much colder model FAL-X, used by Avrett (1995, his model
MCO) to explain molecular CO lines, the calculations fit the ob-
servations well.

The present work is based on a series of observations in
the Ca ii K line at different heliocentric angles, which was ob-
tained at the Mc Math-Pierce telescope of NSO (Kitt Peak) in
March 2005. The data set demonstrates the outstanding poten-
tial of ZIMPOL (Povel 1995; Stenflo & Keller 1997; Gandorfer
et al. 2004) for measuring polarization in strong lines. It was
possible to measure the full Stokes vector for every heliocentric
angle between µ = cos θ = 0.1 and 1.0 in steps of 0.1, although
the polarization signals at larger µ get very small due to geomet-
ric factors. All profiles have a high quality and show very similar
features, even at disk positions with µ > 0.7.

In Paper Ib the comparison with theory was based on one
single observation at the limb (Gandorfer 2002). The new data
set allows a re-examination of the hypothesis of temperature bi-
furcation, which is assumed to take place in the lower chromo-
sphere. It enables us to impose much stronger constraints on
the modeling: Each model has to explain all the observations

simultaneously. Different wavelength positions at different ob-
serving angles are now indirectly linked by the common forma-
tion height.

2. Data acquisition and line polarization modeling

The data set used in the present work was obtained with the
ZIMPOL UV-sensitive camera system (Gandorfer et al. 2004)
during three days at the Mc Math-Pierce facility of NSO (Kitt
Peak) in March 2005 (Stenflo 2006). The slit covered approxi-
mately 80 arc seconds and was positioned in the southern hemi-
sphere and oriented perpendicular to the radius vector from disk
center (i.e. parallel to the nearest limb). The exposure time for
a single measurement was about five minutes. At each helio-
graphic position, two full Stokes vector spectra covering 5.6 Å
each with an overlap of about 0.8 Å were recorded. The overlap
is used in the data reduction to adjust the relative position of the
zero points of the polarization scales for the two spectra.

One fundamental aspect of the data reduction is the removal
of instrumental polarization from the observed spectra. The gen-
eral procedure indicated in a previous publication (Stenflo et al.
2001) has, over the last several years, been refined and applied to
the various ZIMPOL observations that have since been obtained,
but as a description of the method has not yet been published
(apart from some discussion of cross talk removal when observ-
ing with a filter system, cf. Holzreuter 2003; Stenflo et al. 2002),
we describe the method here in some detail for completeness.

The intrinsic polarizations Q/I, U/I, and V/I are in our ob-
servations very small, <∼1%. Substantially larger, spurious polar-
izations are created by telescope cross talk from Stokes I into the
other Stokes parameters. Ideally the corresponding coefficients
for cross talk from Stokes I should be spectrally flat and pro-
duce a spectrally flat offset of the zero point of the polarization
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scale when Q, U, and V are divided by I to form the fractional
polarizations. The removal of this cross talk then reduces to the
task of finding the correct zero point.

If, however, the spurious polarization created by cross talk
from Stokes I is too large, as it is with the large, time-varying
instrumental polarization of the McMath telescope, then effects
of deviations from linearity in the detector response will come
into play and generate fictitious polarization signatures, which
would not disappear by any zero-line shift. To reduce such ef-
fects to below the 10−5 level in the polarization, it is necessary
to use a servo-controlled plane parallel glass plate as a polar-
ization compensator during the observations, which in real time
minimizes both Stokes Q and U (as averaged over the selected
spectral window).

The removal of the instrumental polarization in the data
analysis therefore effectively means that we need to invert the
Mueller matrix that represents the combination of the telescope
and the compensating plate. This is basically done in two stages,
first through the removal of the cross talk between the Q, U,
and V parameters, and then by finding and applying the proper
zero-line shifts to Q/I, U/I, and V/I.

Cross talk between the Q, U, and V parameters can be seen
as being produced by phase shifts (retardations) caused by each
optical element or each reflection. The polarization effect of
such phase shifts by wave plates or equivalent elements can be
described in terms of rotations of the Stokes vector in the 3D
Poincaré space that is spanned by the Stokes parameters Q, U,
and V . The length

√
(Q2 + U2 + V2) of the polarization vector

is not affected, only the location of its end point on the Poincaré
sphere. The axis of rotation depends on the orientation of the
optical axis of the corresponding equivalent wave plate. When
there is a succession of wave plates with different orientations of
their axes, the effect is obtained through a succession of corre-
sponding rotations in Poincaré space.

The net end effect is that the (Q,U,V)T vector is reori-
ented while its amplitude remains unchanged. As this reorien-
tation does not depend on the particular (Q,U,V)T vector that
we choose to look at, but is a property of the optical components
independent of the polarization state of the light beam that tra-
verses the system (linear optics), we can conceptually view the
rotations in the inverse way: we may let the polarization vectors
(Q,U,V)T (which vary greatly with wavelength and position on
the Sun) all remain fixed, while we instead rotate the Poincaré
sphere (with its attached Q, U, and V coordinate axes) in the op-
posite direction. These rotations simultaneously apply to all the
Stokes vectors.

Removal of this cross talk between the Stokes parameters
is achieved if we can apply rotation matrices that bring the
Poincaré sphere back to its original orientation. There are many
ways to achieve this (like there are many choices for a sequence
of rotations to solve Rubik’s cube problem), one does not at all
need to know in what sequence the Poincaré sphere got oriented
in the first place in its particular way. The unscrambling of the
problem can be done in an entirely different way.

The stepwise unscrambling procedure is to start by picking a
pair of Stokes parameters, e.g. Q and V , and remove the cross
talk between them as well as possible. This procedure corre-
sponds to a rotation of the Poincaré sphere around the U axis.
If the angle of rotation is αQV , the Stokes parameters transform
as Q′ = Q cosαQV+V sinαQV and V ′ = −Q sinαQV +V cosαQV .
The rotation, defined by parameter αQV , automatically takes care
of the cross talk in both directions, both Q → V and V → Q. It
would be incorrect to consider these two directions as separate
cases.

Any arbitrary instrumental polarization can then be removed,
i.e., the spurious orientation of the Poincaré sphere can be un-
scrambled, through a succession of three rotations around the
three fixed coordinate axes, by a proper choice of the three an-
gles αQV , αUV , and αQU . As the optimum angles may not be
found with the first attempt, the removal can be done iteratively:
one first makes an approximate selection of the three angles
and thereby eliminates the instrumental cross talk to first order.
Using the so corrected Stokes data as a new starting point, one
does fine tuning by selecting new, much smaller rotation angles,
which brings the correction to the next order of precision, and
so on. In each step and thus throughout the whole procedure,
the amplitude of the polarization vector remains invariant, only
its orientation is modified. The rotations can be applied in any
order, although faster convergence is obtained if the cross talks
having the larger rotation angles are applied before those with
smaller angles. The application is done interactively.

The main issue then boils down to the question how the an-
gles α are chosen. For this we use the polarization signatures
that reflect the very distinct and well known symmetry properties
of the Zeeman and Hanle effects. For a first order cross talk re-
moval one uses the two criteria that (i) the anti-symmetric profile
shapes that are characteristic of the longitudinal Zeeman effect
should not be visible in the Q and U spectra, only in Stokes V ,
and (ii) the scattering polarization in the wings of a scattering
line should only be seen in Q but not in U (assuming that the
Stokes system is chosen such that the Q direction is parallel to
the nearest solar limb). Criterion (i) fixes the values of αQV and
αUV , while criterion (ii) fixes the angle αQU .

Usually the application of these two criteria leads to imme-
diate convergence, such that no cross talk remains visible in the
Stokes spectra. However, additional checks and secondary crite-
ria may be applied to improve the correction when needed. If for
instance traces of scattering polarization signatures are seen in
Stokes V , then a correction to the αQV angle needs to be applied.

All the criteria thus used refer to the polarized profile shapes,
but do not address the zero point shifts of the polarization scale.
Incorrect polarization zero levels do not affect the procedure for
the elimination of the cross talk between Q, U, and V . The rota-
tions in Poincaré space will affect the magnitudes of these zero
point shifts, but no spurious polarization features will be gener-
ated from the zero offsets by the rotations. Therefore the zero-
line corrections can be done after all the other cross talks have
been eliminated.

For Stokes U and V the correct zero points are easily found
by the requirement that the polarization in the continuum (or
quasi-continuum in the case of the extended wings of the Ca K
line) should be zero. The only remaining parameter is then the
zero point for the Q spectrum. For its determination we make
use of the numerous depolarizing blend lines in the extended
wings of the Ca K line. Since there is much experience in the
application of this technique in previous spectral surveys (e.g.
Stenflo et al. 1983; Gandorfer 2002), and the behavior of the
depolarizing lines has been thoroughly explored by theory (Fluri
& Stenflo 2003), the Q zero point can be obtained this way with
great confidence.

Our method to calculate the synthetic spectra is described
in Papers Ia and Ib. The calculations presented here are made
with the same atomic and atmospheric parameters, except that
we extend the set of atmospheric standard models by the FAL-A
and FAL-F model of Fontenla et al. (1993). All calculations are
performed without Hanle depolarization (i.e. with B = 0).
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Fig. 1. Observed and calculated polarization signals as functions of heliocentric angle µ (in steps of 0.1) at four distinct wavelength positions.
The spectra are calculated for standard models FAL-A, FAL-C, FAL-F and FAL-X. The sizes of the symbols for the observations approximately
represent the uncertainties in the heliocentric angle (∆µ ≈ 0.02) and in the zero point of the polarization scale (∆p ≈ 0.02%). To indicate the strong
dependence of the polarization signal on µ at the very limb, the upper left panel contains the additional angle µ = 0.08 (models FAL-A and FAL-F
only). The symbols representing the observations are interconnected for better visibility.

3. Angular dependence of the polarization profiles

To get an impression of the behavior of the polarized spectra
as a function of the heliocentric angle, we select four outstand-
ing wavelength positions in the Q/I spectrum. These positions
correspond to the maximum polarization in the wing, the sec-
ond weak maximum in the inner wing, the minimum polariza-
tion close to the core and the line core. Because these positions
almost coincide with the well-known extremal positions in the
intensity spectrum (see the vertical lines in Fig. 4) we call them
wing, K1, K2 and K3 thereafter. For the polarized spectrum the
slightly µ-dependent positions are indicated in Fig. 2. In Fig. 1
the polarization at these wavelength positions is plotted against
the heliocentric position µ (the cosine of the heliocentric angle)
for four model atmospheres and the observations. The size of the
symbols for the observations (diamonds) indicates the approxi-
mate errors in µ (determined during the observation) and in the
absolute zero point of polarization (determined near strong blend
lines). Note that due to the geometry of the scattering process,
the amount of polarization decreases towards the disk center.

3.1. Wing maximum

The calculations for the wing – which is formed in the mid-
photosphere (200–300 km above τ = 0) – almost perfectly repro-
duce the observations. None of the models may be ruled out or

favored. Although it seems that the FAL-F model gives slightly
better results, one has to remember the strong dependence of
the wing polarization on the elastic collision rate. The calcula-
tions are performed with the same collision rate as determined
in Paper Ib (i.e. γVW = 1.8 × 10−8 cm3 s−1). A change of only
20% in this rate results in a (relative) change of approximately
10% in the resulting polarization. At wavelengths near the core
(±3–5 Å) collisions may be neglected because of the low density
at the respective formation height.

The observational error in the determination of the heliocen-
tric angle (∆µ ≈ 0.02) has to be considered as well, especially
for small µ. The observation at µ = 0.1 shows a wing polariza-
tion of 1.8%, whereas Gandorfer (2002), at the same nominal µ
value, measures only 1.3% (in Paper Ib we estimated the cosine
of the heliocentric angle for the latter observation to be 0.12).
Our observed data point at nominally µ = 0.1 seems to be con-
sistent with a value of µ ≈ 0.08–0.09. For this reason, we added
the values for two model atmospheres at µ = 0.08.

3.2. K1

At the K1 wavelength – formed at 400–750 km above τ = 0 –, all
the models with a hot chromosphere show the same behavior but
with different strength: the temperature rise produces negative
contributions to the polarization. This is in contradiction with
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the observations, especially near the disk center. The cold model
FAL-X shows qualitatively the correct behavior but is not able to
reproduce the properµ dependency either: at the limb, this model
gives much more polarization, while near disk center it produces
less polarization than observed. The effect seems to be caused
by the fact that in the lower part of the K1 formation range (i.e.
at 400–500 km), which is seen at µ ≥ 0.5, the FAL-X model
has a less steep temperature curve. At the limb, the same part of
the atmosphere is seen in the near wing close to the polarization
minimum at 3932 Å, where the calculated spectrum for FAL-X
indeed shows a very low polarization signal (see also Paper Ib).

In the upper part of the K1 formation range (i.e. at small µ),
the observations show less polarization than the FAL-X model.
This seems to be an indication of the enhanced influence of hot-
ter components.

3.3. K2

While modeling and observations at K1 diverge in different ways
for different heliocentric angles, the situation at the K2 wave-
length (formation height: 500–1500 km) is much more uniform:
the three hot models show only minor variations as noted already
by Saliba (1985). The observational data are located in between
the hot and cold models, with a tendency towards the cold model
at disk center and towards the hot models at the limb. Because
smaller µ sample higher regions in the atmosphere, this trend
may be due to the increasing influence of hot components at
larger heights. Although we cannot exclude some influence of
Hanle depolarization at K2, the calculated spectra fit the obser-
vations only when we mix cold and hot components.

3.4. Line core (K3)

The situation in the line core (formation height: ≥1600 km) is
completely different and may be understood in terms of mag-
netic field effects. All modeled spectra have been computed
without Hanle depolarization, i.e. for B = 0. The observations
always show less absolute polarization (even when the polariza-
tion is negative). This is exactly the signature one would expect
from depolarization via the Hanle effect. The magnetically influ-
enced parts of the observations will be discussed in a forthcom-
ing paper.

In general, Fig. 1 confirms that none of our standard set
of models is able to explain the observations. Our bifurcated
chromosphere used in Paper Ib is strongly confirmed. The only
part of the line spectrum where a single model fits the ob-
served profiles is the extended wing, which is formed in the
mid-photosphere much below the classical temperature mini-
mum and where variations in the mean temperature are much
smaller, as evidences by the very small observed spatial varia-
tion (along the slit) in the wings (not exceeding the noise level).

4. Comparison of observations with
two-component mixture

Figure 2 shows observations and model calculations as per-
formed in Paper Ib for three representative center-to-limb dis-
tances. The thin dashed lines represent the individual solutions
for one single model atmosphere, the thick solid line the mixture
with the mixing ratio (FAL-C/FAL-X:0.55/0.45). As discussed
in Sect. 2 we find no agreement between observations and the in-
dividual models at wavelengths around K1 and K2. On the other
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Fig. 2. Comparison of observations (thin solid lines) and calculated
spectra at three selected center-to-limb distances µ. The computed spec-
tra represent the same atmospheric models as used in Paper Ib: FAL-C
(lower thin dashed curves) and FAL-X (upper thin dashed curves). The
mixed spectrum (thick solid curves) is obtained with the same mixing
ratio (FAL-C/FAL-X:0.55/0.45) as in Paper Ib. The vertical lines indi-
cate the four selected wavelength positions we use in Fig. 1.

hand, the mixture agrees better although a systematic shift from
smaller to larger µ may be seen.

The measurements near the disk center show surprisingly
large polarization at K1. It is not possible to fit the spectra at
K1 for larger µ with a mixture, because none of the atmospheres
produces enough polarization to reproduce the observations. We
therefore conclude that the atmospheres have to be adjusted at
the formation height of the K1 polarization (i.e. near the classi-
cal temperature minimum). To enhance the calculated polariza-
tion, at least one of the atmospheric components needs a steeper
temperature gradient and therefore a lower temperature mini-
mum. A quantitative approach is given in the next section, where
we search for single atmosphere solutions for the individual
observations.

Furthermore, an attempt to change the global mixing ratio
does not help, because an increase of polarization at larger µ
(by increasing the FAL-X contribution) leads to an unwanted in-
crease at small µ. The same effect also occurs when changing the
temperature curve of the individual atmospheres. We conclude
that the constraint that is imposed by the observations at differ-
ent angles is very tight, because the physical state at a certain
height in the solar atmosphere affects all µ positions but at dif-
ferent wavelengths. When the atmosphere is changed at a given
height, the change is reflected in all spectra in a similar way. This
leads to the conclusion that perfect agreement between observa-
tions and calculated spectra for all heliocentric angles is not pos-
sible with a height-independent mixing ratio of two atmospheres
that are similar to the standard atmospheres used here. As men-
tioned in the previous section, the results are consistent with a
situation where the hotter components have increased influence
in the higher atmosphere. This fits well with the current picture
of hot magnetic canopies spreading out above the photosphere.
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Fig. 3. Left panel: temperature curve of the optimum solutions for µ = 0.1 (dotted) and µ = 0.7 (dashed). The four standard models used in this
work are drawn for reference (thin solid). Right panel: optimum solutions for µ = 0.1 (dotted) and µ = 0.7 (dashed) versus observations at three
distinct heliocentric angles. A single atmosphere is not able to fit observations at all angles. A change of the temperature curve of one atmosphere
has influence on every angle. Note that the systematic shift with increasing µ is consistent with the one in Fig. 2. A fit of the spectrum at a large µ
needs a much colder model.

5. Single atmosphere fit

Starting from a standard model, we generate a new self-
consistent model atmosphere with a given temperature curve.
The new model is then used to calculate the polarized spectrum.
From the difference between observations and the calculated
spectrum at a given heliocentric angle, we derive an improved
temperature curve, always following the idea that a steeper (pos-
itive) gradient produces more polarization. We start the inversion
process in the lower atmosphere (i.e. in the wings) and then con-
tinuously extend the optimization to higher layers up to 1500 km
above τ = 0. The optimum solutions for two angles are shown
in the left panel of Fig. 3 as dashed (µ = 0.7) and dotted (µ =
0.1) curves. The four standard models (FAL-A, FAL-C, FAL-F,
FAL-X) are shown as solid lines. In the right panel of Fig. 3 the
calculated spectra are plotted together with the observed profiles
for the same angles as in the previous figures.

The circumstance that already minor changes in the temper-
ature curve significantly change the amount of polarization, and
that the calculation of many variations around the optimum so-
lution give no improvement, suggests that the optimized solu-
tions are unique except above 1200 km because of the rapidly
decreasing influence of the temperature curve. Therefore an ar-
bitrary temperature curve has been chosen for the higher part of
the chromosphere.

One should mention that only one given µ position can be
optimized with one atmosphere. The two solutions for µ = 0.1
and µ = 0.7 differ strongly in their temperature curves.

It was foreseeable from the considerations in Sects. 3 and 4
that the optimum fit for µ = 0.7 needs a steeper temperature
gradient in the photosphere. Interestingly, the temperature curve
is almost identical to the FAL-A model but with a deeper tem-
perature minimum at a higher location. The location of the tem-
perature minimum can be accurately determined, because even

a small change of its height results in a strong wavelength shift
of the polarization decline near K1. The depth of the polariza-
tion dip at K2 is sensitive to the temperature increase in the low
chromosphere. There the optimum solution has only a gently in-
creasing temperature – in strong contrast to the standard models.

Near the limb (µ = 0.1) the optimum solution in the photo-
sphere is very similar to the FAL-C model. To prevent the strong
dip at K2, the temperature may only increase slowly in the lower
chromosphere. To fit the polarization from K1 towards K2, one
needs an abrupt increase in temperature above the photosphere.
At µ = 0.1 the optimum solution has a temperature jump of al-
most 300 K to fit the spectra on the red side of the line center.
On the blue side an even larger jump would be necessary. Note
that if the steep increase of the temperature would continue in
the lower chromosphere (700–1200 km), then the polarization
spectrum would coincide with that of the FAL-C model, i.e. the
dip would be too deep and the local polarization maximum at K1
would disappear.

In Fig. 4 the intensity spectrum of the observations and the
two single atmosphere solutions are plotted for the same helio-
centric angles as in Fig. 3. Since the continuum level in the ob-
served intensity is not known, we have scaled the observed in-
tensity to fit the calculated profiles in the wings. None of the two
solutions shows the characteristic intensity inversion observed
at K2. Therefore the optimum solutions for the polarized spectra
are not hot enough to produce K2 emission. The conclusion is
that a single atmosphere solution is unable to fit both intensity
and polarization even at one single heliocentric angle.

In summary we find that the single atmosphere solutions
seem to favor models with a lower Tmin positioned slightly above
the standard height of the temperature minimum and with a
step-like increase of the temperature followed by a slow in-
crease throughout the lower chromosphere. However, these solu-
tions cannot reproduce more than the polarized spectrum at one
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Fig. 4. Intensity spectra associated with the two optimum solutions for
the polarized spectra (same line styles as in Fig. 3). The unknown con-
tinuum level of the observations has been scaled to fit the calculations.
None of the synthetic spectra shows the observed intensity reversal
at K1/K2, which is produced by the chromospheric temperature rise.
Therefore the models are too cold to explain the intensity. The vertical
lines indicate the selected wavelength positions as used in the text.

specific angle. For a fit to the intensity profile one needs at least
a small hot component that contributes non-linearly to the in-
tensity increase at K2. When using hotter components, the cold
component has to be even colder than the optimum solutions
found here.

If we assume that the atmospheric conditions at different he-
liocentric positions are basically the same and that the cold com-
ponent at µ = 0.1 therefore has to be at least as cold as the
optimum solution for µ = 0.7 (it actually has to be colder, be-
cause hotter components are needed to fit the intensity spectrum
at µ = 0.7), we end up with a multi-component picture of the
quiet Sun’s atmosphere, where the cold components dominate,
but with increasing contributions from hot components at larger
heights. The two optimum solutions for large and small µ val-
ues start to differ already in the mid-photosphere, which leads
to the conclusion that the hot components already exist at these
heights.

6. Influence of temperature and turbulence

6.1. Influence of temperature variations

To get a quantitative understanding of the temperature sensitiv-
ity of the linear polarization, we have varied the temperature
curve of the standard FAL-C model. The temperature gradient is
changed between the continuum formation level (T ≈ 6450 K)
and the mid-chromosphere around 1400 km above the τ = 0
level, where the same temperature prevails. A self-consistent at-
mosphere is generated with the temperature gradient changed by
±10% for all heights in the selected height range. This causes the
temperature minimum in these models to be increased or low-
ered by slightly more than 200 K. The left part of Fig. 5 shows
the resulting polarization profiles. The amount of polarization in
the wings is changed by almost 20%, which demonstrates the
high sensitivity to the shape of the temperature curve. The rel-
ative polarization change over the whole wing region is almost
constant up to the wavelength where the polarization crosses the
zero line (3933 Å). There positive contributions from the lower
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Fig. 5. Synthetic polarization spectra obtained after changing the tem-
perature gradient of the original FAL-C model for the same three he-
liocentric positions µ as in the previous figures. Left panel: spectra for
the FAL-C model (solid) and two models with δ(∇T ) = ±10% (dotted)
from the photosphere to the lower chromosphere. Right panel: FAL-C
model (solid) and two models with δ(∇T ) = ±20% (dotted) above the
temperature minimum, illustrating the strong influence of the chromo-
spheric temperature rise on the polarized spectrum at K1 and K2.

layers and negative contributions from the temperature rise in
the upper layers of the atmosphere cancel each other. As can
be seen from Fig. 5, the polarization near K2 is not changed so
much because of this cancellation and because the temperature
sensitivity decreases with increasing height.

To isolate the effect of the temperature rise we calculate the
spectra for two atmospheres, in which the temperature gradient
is changed only between the temperature minimum and the top
of the atmosphere. The right panel of Fig. 5 shows the polar-
ization profile produced by the FAL-C model and two models
where ∇T has been changed by 20%. As one may see, the in-
fluence of the chromospheric temperature rise starts near K1 (in
the case of µ = 0.1 even further in the wings) and is almost as
strong as that of the photospheric temperature curve. This is con-
sistent with the results from Sect. 5, where the temperature rise
for the single atmosphere solutions had to be lowered drastically
to reproduce the weak dip at K2 in the observations.

6.2. Influence of turbulence

Figure 6 shows the effects of variations of the micro-turbulence
in the upper parts of the FAL-C model. The influence of micro-
turbulence in the photosphere can be neglected. No effect on
the linear polarization can be seen in the wings. However, near
K2 and the line center, which originate in the higher parts
of the atmosphere, turbulence may not be disregarded. Above
selected heights in the atmosphere, we increase the standard
micro-turbulence of the FAL-C model by 50%. The thick solid
line represents an atmosphere in which vmic has been increased
for z ≥ 1800 km. At µ = 0.7 there is almost no difference
with respect to the original FAL-C (thin solid, mostly hidden).
At µ = 0.1, on the other hand, the two spectra may easily be
distinguished because the enhanced turbulence causes a larger
width of the line core polarization. The thick dotted line (en-
larged vmic for z ≥ 1500 km) behaves the sameway, but with a
more affected minimum, which is now shifted towards the wing.
The polarization at the minimum is also raised slightly, although
not enough to reproduce the observations. For the two additional
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Fig. 6. Influence of micro-turbulence variations on the FAL-C model
spectra. The profiles result from models with increased vmic (by a fac-
tor of 1.5). The difference between the models is the heights in the
atmosphere where the micro-turbulence is increased: original FAL-C
(lower thin solid, almost hidden), enlarged vmic for z ≥ 1800 km (thick
solid), enlarged vmic for z ≥ 1500 km (thick dotted), enlarged vmic for
z ≥ 800 km (thick dashed) and for z ≥ 400 km (thick dash-dotted, al-
most hidden by the dashed line). The upper thin solid lines represent the
observed profiles.

atmospheres with vmic enhanced for z ≥ 800 km (dashed) and for
z ≥ 400 km (dash-dotted) the situation is analogous. The mini-
mum is shifted much too much towards the wing and is still far
below the observations. A raise of 50% in vmic is a drastic but not
totally unrealistic change. We conclude that while the K2 polar-
ization minimum is influenced by turbulence, the original turbu-
lence of the FAL models leads to quite good agreement with the
observations when considering the wavelength position of the
K2 polarization minimum. On the other hand, micro-turbulence
may not be used to explain the weakness of the observed polar-
ization dip near K2.

7. Conclusions

We used full Stokes vector spectra obtained with the UV-version
of ZIMPOL to investigate the center-to-limb behavior of the lin-
ear polarization of the Ca ii K line. As shown in our previous
work (Paper Ib) the Ca ii K scattering polarization is a good tool
to diagnose the temperature structure of the high photosphere
and the low chromosphere. We compared the observed polar-
ization and its center-to-limb variation to synthetic spectra cal-
culated on the basis of 1D standard atmospheric models. While
the observed wing polarization originating from the high photo-
sphere is in good agreement with calculations for all heliocentric
positions, no agreement is found for the polarization around K1
and K2.

At K1 and K2 the observed polarization lies between the cal-
culated spectra for atmospheric models with and without temper-
ature rise for all heliocentric positions, which is in accordance
with the results found in Paper Ib for µ = 0.1. Also it is pos-
sible to achieve a qualitative agreement when a two-component
model with about equal fractions of cold and hot components
is used. However, a small systematic shift cannot be elimi-
nated with a constant mixing of two components. Towards disk
center, colder atmospheric components are needed to explain

observations. The observations near the limb on the other hand,
originating from slightly higher layers, show an increased influ-
ence of the hotter components. This effect starts already in the
mid-photosphere.

We also determined the quantitative influence of the temper-
ature curve on the polarization profile, which is very strong in
the photosphere and in the low chromosphere. A variation of the
temperature minimum of 100 K (corresponding to a 5% change
of the temperature gradient throughout the photosphere) results
in a change of the wing polarization of approximately 10%.
This confirms the high sensitivity of scattering polarization to
atmospheric conditions. Modifications of the micro-turbulence
show that its influence is weak and relevant only near the line
core. Mainly the position of the K2 polarization minimum is in-
fluenced by micro-turbulence. The comparison of observations
with calculations shows that in the standard models, micro-
turbulence is overestimated in the lowest chromosphere while
underestimated in the upper chromosphere.

We searched for single atmosphere solutions to fit the ob-
served polarization profile. Though it is possible to find a solu-
tion for the polarized spectrum at every single heliocentric posi-
tion, it is impossible to fit observations at all positions simulta-
neously. Furthermore, these solutions cannot reproduce the ob-
served intensity profile. They do not show the typical intensity
reversal caused by the temperature rise in the chromosphere. We
conclude that a static one-dimensional single atmosphere solu-
tion is in no way able to explain observations and that a more
realistic model must contain substantial parts of a very cold at-
mosphere (minimum below 4000 K, less steep or no temperature
rise) and also parts of a very hot chromosphere (to reproduce the
intensity reversal).

Even multi-component models consisting of 1D atmospheric
models for each component are found to be unable to provide
detailed fits to the observations for all center-to-limb distances
simultaneously. In such idealized models the hot and cold com-
ponents are assumed to be optically independent of each other,
which is certainly not the case in realistic geometries with nar-
row flux tubes that rapidly expand with height. This indicates
that multi-dimensional radiative transfer would be needed for a
fully self-consistent treatment.

Previous treatments of the chromospheric structure with 3D
geometries based on MHD simulations, like those of Skartlien
et al. (2000) and Wedemeyer et al. (2004), are of no use here,
since they are based on strongly simplified unpolarized radiative
transfer. This also applies to the unpolarized 1.5D modeling of
2D expanding flux tubes by Solanki et al. (1991). More relevant
to our case is the self-consistent modeling of polarized scattering
in photospheric lines (Sr i and molecular lines) in 3D geometries
obtained from MHD simulations by Trujillo Bueno et al. (2004).
However, it uses the simplifying assumption of complete redis-
tribution, which is appropriate for photospheric lines but totally
inadequate for strong chromospheric lines like the Ca ii K line.
For such lines the inclusion of partial frequency redistribution
(PRD) is a must.

Recently the general theory for PRD of scattering polariza-
tion in magnetized media has been given a comprehensive for-
mulation in a series of papers by Sampoorna et al. (2007a,b),
but a general computer code for polarized PRD is not yet avail-
able, and such computations are extremely demanding in terms
of computing resources, even without multi-dimensional geom-
etry. Therefore the fully self-consistent application of this ap-
proach is still some time away in the future, and various ide-
alizations will still be needed before a true multi-dimensional
treatment is possible.
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Our next step will therefore not be multi-dimensional ra-
diative transfer, but the empirical exploration of the spatial
structuring of the Ca K scattering polarization. In the present pa-
per we have focused on the spatially averaged properties of the
scattering polarization. However, all our recorded Stokes spectra
show significant fluctuations of the polarization, in particular in
the line core, where the Hanle effect is active. Magnetic fields
are omnipresent, also in the most quiet solar regions. The deter-
mined empirical properties of these magnetically – induced fluc-
tuations will guide us to the next level of physical understanding
of the Ca K scattering polarization. This is the topic of the next
paper in the present series.
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